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EDUCATION    EDUCATION    

Multimedia UniversityMultimedia University
Bachelor of Computer Science (Hons.)

2015.06  - 2019.01
Selangor, Malaysia

Major in game develop with dean list.

MISCELLANEOUS    MISCELLANEOUS    

Skills:Skills: React/Next.js/node/NestJs/go/html/css/javascript/typescript/Flutter/Dart/Ruby/Rails/PostgreSQL/
MongoDB/Redis/Python/Solidity

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE    PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE    

Shanghai Cocafe Technology Co Ltd.Shanghai Cocafe Technology Co Ltd.
Front-end leader/Full stack developer

2022.02  - 2023.07
Shanghai, China

Developed a React/Javascript H5 wallet application featuring AR display, payments, poster collection, AI chat, settings,
and random NFT generation on the Ethereum blockchain, supporting over 1 million users.
Led the creation of a SaaS system for standardizing NFT sales websites using Next.js,solidity,Ruby, Rails, PostgreSQL,
MongoDB, Redis,Nest.js,Rust, and Node.js, including features like user registration, template generation, and custom
domains.
Built a UI library from scratch, reducing development time by 80%, established a private npm repository, and set up an
auto-updating documentation site.
Assisted prominent clients like Porsche and UnionPay in launching their NFT sales platforms in the Chinese market,
reaching a combined user base of over one million.

Shanghai Tezign Technology Co Ltd.Shanghai Tezign Technology Co Ltd.
Senior Front-end developer

2021.08  - 2022.01
Shanghai, China

Utilized React for key development tasks, independently managing modules for user logs and shopping carts.
Collaborated with the company's internal customer service system for enhancement.
As part of the technical solution team, delivered custom development for clients, enabling one-click releases on
platforms like Douyin and WeChat official accounts, along with crucial bug fixes.

Shanghai WangFanXin Technology Co Ltd.Shanghai WangFanXin Technology Co Ltd.
Senior Front-end developer

2021.03  - 2021.07
Shanghai, China

Employed React / Antd-pro as foundational front-end frameworks, and utilized TypeScript and DVA.js for developing the
data visualization portion of the platform, fulfilling data mining tasks, independent function completion, and ensuing
maintenance duties.
Integrated SVG / D3.JS for restoring UI design within the project, creating high-degree-of-freedom interactive function
charts.

Suzhou EPAM Technology Co Ltd.Suzhou EPAM Technology Co Ltd.
Junior Front-end developer

2019.10  - 2021.03
Suzhou, China

Leveraged React as a fundamental front-end framework, and employed JavaScript/Redux for the construction of front-
end pages, ensuring independent function completion and ongoing maintenance tasks.
Developed an iPad side application utilizing React Native.
Crafted iOS and Android mobile applications using Dart/Flutter.

SpeedHome Co Ltd.SpeedHome Co Ltd.
Junior Full-stack developer

2019.03  - 2019.10
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Utilized SpringBoot, Java, and Maven technologies for modifying, creating, deleting, and debugging web pages.
Employed HTML, CSS, and JavaScript for front-end webpage development. Responsible for maintaining, creating, and
debugging API interfaces, using Postman for testing, or drafting API test cases when required.
Undertook functionality tests for existing projects, conducted bug identification and executed necessary fixes.

Zaiquan WenZaiquan Wen
+86 13032108747 wenzaiquan1995@gmail.com
Shanghai,China
https://github.com/aaabbbcc1995


